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As an ecommerce business owner, it's vital to put yourself in the shoes of your customers
from time to time to provide the best possible experience for your shoppers that is free of
all the typical pain points.
Whenever you're building, updating, or xing your online store, it's necessary to consider
your customers' needs and wants to see where potential pain points lie and how you can
resolve them.

From slow loading speed to complicated
checkout process; from not having your
preferred payment option to adding
shipping fees or taxes, there are so many
ways an online store can let down its
customers.

Below, we're going to look at 6 of the most common (and xable) pain points your

customers might be experiencing so your store doesn't end up with a host of abandoned
carts and unsatis ed customers.

What are ecommerce customer pain
points?
Probably the best pain point de nition we found is from Copypress, who de nes a pain
point as “frustrations, inconveniences, and annoyances that customers face and want to
solve.”
In other words, a pain point is anything that provides a barrier to a smooth customer
experience.
Consider the last time you were shopping online. What things really annoyed you or made
the process overly complicated? Those are your pain points.

How to spot ecommerce pain points your
customers might have?
The best way to uncover pain points is to simply put yourself in the shoes of a customer.
Consider whether your ecommerce store provides suf cient information, whether
the checkout process is quick and painless, and how available your customer support is as
starting point. You can then use polls and surveys to uncover whether the points you
experienced match your customers' priorities.
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Remember: if you wouldn't shop with you, neither will anyone else.

6 most common e-commerce pain points
Although there are certainly more than six potential ecommerce pain points your
customers might be struggling with, these common issues do tend to crop up time
and time again.
Resolving these problems will ensure your customers leave with a positive impression of
your business, ensuring you stand out as a reliable, trustworthy brand that goes above
and beyond the competition.

1. Slow website and checkout process
Is there anything more trying than a slow website?

It's more than just an inconvenience; slow websites kill conversions.
Websites that take 3+ seconds to load lose almost half their visitors, and more will drop of
if navigation between the pages is also slow.

Even a one-second delay can provide 11%
fewer page views, a 7% drop in
conversions, and a 16% loss of customer
satisfaction.

What's more, 79% of customers say they will not return to an online store with poor
performance and loading speeds.
In addition to a slow website, the next biggest conversion killer is a long and complicated
checkout process. No matter how fast your online store is, a long, tedious checkout proce
will almost always end in abandonment.

The solution
One of the most signi cant in uencers of website speed and performance is hosting. Chec
other websites supported by your chosen platform for speed and ef ciency, and don't be
afraid to pick a better host if your platform is letting you down.
It's also crucial to ensure your online store is optimized for mobile. Over half of all interne
traf c comes from mobile devices, so a lack of optimization for this medium will deter
countless shoppers.
Offering a guest checkout option is a great way to streamline the payment process.

It's also preferable to ensure duplicate information only needs to be provided once
(shipping and billing addresses are often the same, for example).

2. No customer support
A whopping 86% of buyers state they would be willing to pay more for a “great” customer
experience with reliable and available customer support. For many, this is more in uentia
than the price or even quality of the product.
Many ecommerce business shoppers also expect live chat software, preferably with 24/7
availability. Around 41% of customers prefer to contact a business via live chat vs. any othe
method.

The solution
By ensuring multiple customer support options are available, online shoppers can feel
con dent that you're there for them when they need you.
Getsitecontrol offers a fantastic range of services to enhance your customer support
channels. From a straightforward and attractive contact form to sophisticated callback
request forms that mean customers don't need to sit on hold, this software can
dramatically improve your business perception.
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Naturally, a small business or beginner store won't have the manpower to provide 24/7
customer support. This is ne, as long as you're transparent with customers about when
they can expect a response.
There are some fantastic Live Chat apps for Shopify stores that you can download
and integrate to help provide better customer service.

You could also utilize a chatbot to help answer common customer queries when you're no
online.

3. Inconsistent information on advertising
channels (e.g., advertising products out
of stock)
In 2017, a Forrester study found that 95% of customers used 3+ different channels to
connect with a company in one interaction, and 62% used more than one device.
Add to this the huge variety of advertising channels – from TV to social media, radio to
billboards – and it's not too dif cult to see how inconsistent information can be a simple
oversight.
However, all advertising channels must continuously be updated and relevant.
There's little more frustrating than seeing a Facebook advert for a sale or promotion, only
to click the link and nd that offer expired, or the product is no longer available

The solution
Employing automation and delegation systems ensures your brand and advertisements ar
as streamlined and low-maintenance as possible. This way, customers get accurate
information, and you don't need to spend hours updating multiple ads.
Many Shopify apps, such as Oberlo, are designed to ensure out-of-stock items are
updated; particularly handy for dropshipping stores with less control over the supply chai
The Google Merchant Centre is another valuable piece of software for ensuring adverts
and information is up-to-date and accurate.
You might also want to consider popups for things like ash sales. Getsitecontrol offers
a range of popups to promote special offers and ensure your audience is updated.

4. Lack of product information
No matter how attractive your product might look, customers require far more informatio
than a single photograph to make a purchasing decision. To help shoppers buy with
con dence, it's your responsibility to ensure product descriptions are as transparent
and informative as possible.
At a minimum, customers need to know what the product is, who it's for, and how it will
bene t them.

The solution
Providing suf cient information to your shoppers is an absolute must. But that's not to say
you should be bombarding them with every tiny little detail of the product.
Short yet informative SEO-friendly product descriptions with highlighted key features are
essential. Add a variety of high-resolution images of the product – for top points, include a
least one photo of the item being used.
An informative video is always well received, and you should be sure to include plenty of
social proof (including reviews and testimonials) on any product page and throughout you
website.

If you're not con dent creating product pages that convert, take some time to learn some

top copywriting tips. It's also valuable to get a friend or family member to take a look at
your product description. If they have questions after viewing the page, that's a good
indicator of a pain point you can resolve.

5. Hidden fees
According to RetailWire, customers “hate paying shipping fees more than just about
anything.” This is even more true when the fees are not clearly stated.

Shoppers expect to know how much a product will cost when dealing with your
ecommerce store, and this includes additional fees such as shipping and handling. If tax
needs to be added, this should also be clearly stated.
Basically, customers should be able to know exactly how much they'll be asked to pay, with
no nasty add-ons waiting for them at checkout.

The solution
The best ecommerce stores are upfront and transparent in every transaction.
If you offer free shipping past a certain point, use popups and banners to make this clear o
every webpage.
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Never try to hide shipping fees, as this will only lead to increased cart abandonment rates
and a bad impression of your online business.
If you offer international shipping, allowing customers to input their delivery destination
before they go to the checkout can also be an excellent way to provide transparency
regarding “hidden” fees, shipping costs, and extras.

Amazon does this particularly well, with the ability to enter your address before you start
shopping, so you can clearly see whether a product is available in your area, plus an
estimated shipping cost, so that you can make an informed purchase decision.

6. Not enough payment options
Even if you have the perfect product descriptions, transparent shipping fees, and a fastloading website, your online store may still be losing out on sales due to restrictive
payment options.
It's worth remembering that, these days, payments aren't reserved to Visa and PayPal.
Shoppers use many different payment methods, including credit cards, digital wallets,
cryptocurrencies, and more. By offering a wide range of payment options, you'll have mor
happy shoppers.
In fact, 56% of people would buy more from an ecommerce store if there were more
payment options available.

The solution
Shopify stores can also bene t from a wide range of add-ons to provide more payment
methods to your clients. One of the handiest payment tools is the Shopify POS reader,
enabling you to streamline payments both online and IRL.
If you're not sure which payment methods your customers would like to use, why not ask
them?
A quick poll or survey will enable you to collect market research and discover what would
genuinely improve the customer experience.
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You can display polls, surveys, and questionnaires to relevant audiences in your store.
For instance, you may want to target customers from selected countries, rst-time
customers, returning visitors, or those purchasing particular products.

Conclusion
If you're ready to take your ecommerce business to the next level, establishing what
customer pain points exist in your store and how to x them should be the rst step.
That said, it's important to remember that pain points are not a one-time x. You should b
regularly monitoring your website and brand as a whole to ensure every aspect of
the customer experience is as straightforward and user-friendly as possible. That way,
you’ll have more happy customers and fewer abandoned carts.
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